Technical Bulletin

Ref: TB-17006-ENG                        Issue date: December 2017
Product: INOMAX® Cylinders / INOmeter®
Affected products: INOmax DSIR®, INOmax DSIR® Plus
INOmax DSIR® Plus MRI, INOflo DS®
Priority: Low
Classification: Information for General Distribution
Subject: INOMAX Cylinder Expiration Date

New INOMAX cylinders will contain INOmeter software that will transmit the expiry date as expired between midnight on the last day of the labelled expiration month on the INOMAX cylinder, and midnight the following day (depending on time zone).

For example: If the cylinder Expiration date label indicates December 2018 this means that the INOMAX will expire between midnight on December 31st 2018 and midnight January 1st, 2019 (depending on time zone).

As INOMAX cylinders currently in the field (in use or at customer sites) are replaced, new INOMAX cylinders will be coded with the expiration date as described above.

Customers in Europe and South America will start seeing these cylinders in December 2017.

Customers in the United States, Canada, Mexico, Australia, Korea and Japan should start seeing these cylinders in February 2018.

For technical assistance regarding any of the above devices, please contact Technical Support at 1-877-566-9466 (North America) or your specific country manager.
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